TEACH "WISE-ly"

Classroom Activities From the 2018 Workshop on Intercultural Skills Enhancement

Would you like to learn about some new pedagogical techniques and activities to globalize your classroom?

Come participate with creative intercultural learning tools such as photovoice, experiential group activities, digital storytelling, and reflective writing. UNCG Global Engagement Faculty Fellow, Dr. Jody Natallle, and other faculty who attended the 2018 WISE Conference, will lead the workshop. We learned these techniques and want to share them with anyone interested in making their classroom more globally engaged.

Sign-Up Today!

Who Should Attend: All faculty and university teaching staff at UNCG who have an interest in global engagement

Date and Time: Friday, February 23, 2018, Noon-2:00 p.m.

Location: The Faculty Center

Boxed Lunch Provided! (Lunch starts at noon; workshop begins at 12:30)

Limited Seating: 25 (click here to apply for a seat: ______)
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